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NUNEZ ANDRADE
México
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An excellent idea: "I cannot attend the Conference, but would be most grateful if you
ease keep me informed on the development of this excellent idea." (the foundation of
ge of Hansenology of the Endemic Countries).

A.C. MACDOUGALI.
Oxford, England

Why not "Tsars-áth"?: "I have read with great interest your paper 'A non-stigmatiz-
', referring to the new names for 'leprosy' in the Bible. Why should not "Toara-áth"
s it is, not translated?

A. PETRARCA DE MESQUITA
Rio de Janeiro — Brasil

The treacherous stigma: "I am however still active and interested in your struggle.
a of leprosy is real and treacherous".

J.R. SCHMIDT
Asuncion — Paraguay

Integrating the "College": "I entirely agree with the foundation of the College of Hansen-
the Endemic Countries; however it seems important to me that it maintains close
ns with the several international committees, so as not to lose sight of the general pano-
l would be benefited by this union"

RA. VIGNALE

Montevideo — Uruguay
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